HOW TO Guide ….
Fit Your Rear Seat Panel
Our Rear Seat Panels are a great way to neaten up the back of your van ①. They are also very handy for fitting
sockets and accessories into ②
When swivel plates are fitted to seat bases any original rear base covers will no longer fit. Our seat covers will fit in
conjunction will all makes of swivel plates.
Easily removable with a push fit and magnetic fitting they are available in 12 finishes to match or compliment your
existing furniture or colours.

Instructions
Depending on the height of your floor your panel may need slight adjustments to the fitting on the back of the panel.
▪

Offer the panel up against the back of the seat and push down on the panel slightly. ③ If the height is set
correctly the panel will pop into place and stay fixed. If the panel is very tight to push back into place, then a
slight adjustment downward may be needed on the height of the back fitting strip. Similarly, if the fitting strip
doesn’t engage against the back of the seat base or is very loose then the strip will need moving upward
slightly to allow a better friction fit.

▪

▪

To adjust the fitting strip’s height, turn the panel onto it’s back and remove the adhesive caps and undo one
of the fixing screws holding the strip in place. Move one side of the strip up or down accordingly and re-fix,
then repeat with the opposite side. Once the adjustment has been made offer the panel in place and push
down slightly to engage the fitting strip against the seat base.
Once you’re happy with the fit of the panel then you can consider if you want to mount sockets, fuse holders
or other items into the panel. These is plenty of space being the panel to accommodate cabling for both 12v
and 240v sockets. The CBE range of switches and sockets are modular with a wide range of suitable single,
double or triple frames allowing switches, sockets, fuse holders and voltmeters to be installed.

The CBE Socket and switch range can be found on our online shop.
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